Tracing the Origins of Human Civilization by Shaun Prario

Absurd Modern Teachings
Mesopotamia was the Cradle of Civilization dating back to 3,500 B.C. ⎯
Modern White’s evolved from Black Africans ⎯

False

False

Either the White Race or a race of Giants, perhaps, a combination of
both were humanity's Foundation. If true, that would make them
(50-100% white) Hybrid-Giants.

A people void of a past are a people without a future. Do I dare inquire about my own
race as a white man without the fear of being labelled a racist? (*Racism - a term invented by
Leon Trotsky [real name Davidovich Bronshstein] to convert white Christians along with
disparate religions and races into one unified people under the guise of Marxism aka
Communism or Zionism, in the Soviet Union. What if I was a Hindu from India - would it then
be considered adequate? Two things: Firstly, I purpose conversing the white beginnings of Vedic
origins within India and Hinduism, Secondly, as a white male I consider myself a follower of the
Christ, not the so-called gods of Antiquity. (Hinduism, Greek, Roman, etc.). Therefore, I'm
merely discussing the required topics essential to trace human origins as far back into the past as
we can go for the benefit of all earths people, no matter what races it brings us amongst.
Located within literature of numerous Illuminati writings (Theosophical, Jewish, Satanic,
etc.) is an outlined disposition for the destruction of the white race, leading to their eventual
abolishing from mother earth. The most commonly recognized techniques are massive
immigration, the divide-and-conquer of populations, even destroying the family unit and
adapting children to place obedience to the state above their parents for more effortless
brainwashing. In Europe, the E.U. has recently declared the obligation, not recommendation, of
integrated marriages. The less recognizable techniques are the concealing and corruption of
human history.
An archetype of this concealment and corruption would be the claim all humans have a
common ancestor which is described as a black African; absurd! No offense to the Africans or
the Native Indians in America, but when the 15-16th century Europeans began settling in the
new world, these two groups, among others throughout the world, were continuing to live in
what historians and archeologists would consider the stone age. They may have possessed bowand-arrows for hunting, yet the arrow tips were made of stone. The Bronze Age commenced in
3,000 B.C. followed by the Iron Age in 1,200 B.C. Therefore, these primitive peoples were

thousands of years behind in civilization and this is simply the facts, not something to glorify if
your white.
What about the oldest known Teutonic civilizations of Aryans - the only race we're able
to trace back to Atlantis? Another bogus example are the ancient Egyptians, a people with no
DNA relation to modern Egyptians, and a people with fair skin supporting an 81% DNA match
to modern white Europeans; by far the highest percentage of any race.
The entire Egyptian ruling-class which included priestnobility was proven through DNA analysis taken from
mummies to consist of Nordic and Old European peoples.
Even schoolbooks, documentaries, and movies display a continuity of a modern
Egyptian looking Cleopatra, who although we're merely traveling back a few thousand years
when Egyptian was occupied by the ancestors of modern Egyptians; Cleopatra was Greek, not an
Egyptian woman. Anyhow, point-being, when attempting to trace man's pre-antiquity existence,
a multi-cultural human being isn't the most effective method to look for but the origins of the
white race.
Lately, numerous historians like Graham Hancock have asserted present-day humanity
was preceded by a lost global civilization, now extinct since the end of the last ice age. We refer
to these people as Atlantean's and before them Lemurians. (the latter not considered a global
civilization). One thing is clear, the ancient white Aryan race, since WWII called Indo-Europeans,
spread east from Europe into central Asia and India, resulting it the commencement of Vedic
teaching later referred to as Hinduism. These people had been watching the stars and tracing the
movements of the heavens for many tens of thousands of years. Could there have been a great
white civilization now lost to the ravages of time?
In the early 1990s, the late German archaeologist Klaus Schmidt uncovered the ancient
site of Gobekli Tepe, and an advanced series of temple-like structures and T-shaped pillars
dating back to profound antiquity. The site dates back to 9600 B.C., corresponding to the date
established by the Greek philosopher Plato for the destruction of Atlantis, over 12,000 years ago,
a time Europeans were supposedly huddled together in caves with no advanced culture
whatsoever. Archeology at Gobekli Tepe has been suspended because the further anyone dug,
the more re-written history of historical evidence was unearthed -simply amazing. Why do
certain people desire to conceal our history? Schmidt, who swore to continue digging until he
discovered the truth and the whole truth, ended up dying under mysterious circumstances. In
other words, he was murdered!
The legends of nearly every non-white culture on the face of the planet, has stories of
being visited by Caucasian-like beings from beyond the stars, with pale skin, blonde or red hair
and light-colored eyes. These visitors gave them the rudiments of civilizations and enabled them
to build their advanced cultures. None of these legends of sky people suggest that their culture
was sparked by grey aliens but only by ancient Caucasian peoples of great intelligence and
sophistication. This author maintains that these were not extraterrestrials but advanced protoEuropean peoples who in a distant age, had the ability to traverse the globe and carry with them

the basis of their civilization with its advanced technology including knowledge of astronomy,
architecture, medicine, and the roots of Indo-European religion.
When discussing the topic of a white race being civilizations forerunners, Laird Scranton,
expert on ancient symbols writes: "Ancient cosmology, on the other hand, along with other
modern scientific disciplines like astronomy and mathematics, was for many thousands of years,
the traditions domain of priests, so at the beginning of human civilization, it was effectively
indistinguishable from religion. . . However, when we study the actual creation traditions of
distant cultures, uniqueness of view is not what we typically find. Rather, what we see instead is
an almost predictive commonality of theme, symbol, and story-line, expressed in distinctly
similar terms and organized according to a set of familiar stages of creation.”
Renegade Tribune December 2016: "Indeed, ancient American tribes speak of a lost race
of red-haired giants that once ruled over the Americas, and existed in the New World long before
the arrival of Amerindian tribes. This author thinks its likely that these giants were a much taller
offshoot of our proto-Aryan ancestors who came to the New World close to 20,000 years ago
and evolved separately, increasing in height as a separate, perhaps more advanced bloodline.
Even the Nordic tribes of Europe would be significantly taller and more technologically
advanced than some of the shorter, more primitive peoples of the world, and may have earned
the reputation as true giants in comparison. In my book Lost Race of the Giants, I compared the
historical and mythological basis of ancient giants, but I did not intend to prove their actual
existence. It is clear now, that the true gods and giants of ancient times,
are based on accounts of ancient white civilizations and peoples and their
giving to the earth the rudiments of advanced material culture, as well as
the spiritual basis of religion and mythology. By understanding our
ancient white Aryan race, we are opening the doors to our own heritage
and self-knowledge. We cannot, as a race, survive without maintaining
an established level of self-identity and knowing what we stand to loose
if we give up the struggle for survival.
It has long been assumed that civilization began no earlier than around 3,500 B.C. along
the banks of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers in what is now present-day Iraq. It was here, and
only here, the official narrative explains that the world witnessed the first stirrings of urbanism,
an invention that could be called the granite foundation of civilization. The area’s inhabitants
also developed a complex social infrastructure and a written language. Through diffusion this
primal civilization spread throughout Eurasia, only to be surpassed thousands of years later by
the cultures it had nurtured. For most of archaeology’s brief history, this has been the prevailing
model of human social development. In March of the Titans, Arthur Kemp describes the first
inhabitants of ancient Sumer as Old Europeans, or Mediterranean peoples and Proto-Nordics.
Around 3600 B.C., the simple farming communities that had built innovative canal systems and
formed the rudiments of writing, were invaded and replaced by the Sumerians, a Nordic people
from north of the Black Sea, probably the same culture that built Gobekli Tepe and most-likely
proto-Aryan. Thereafter, approximately one millennia later around 2500 B.C., the Aryans (IndoEuropean speaking Nordics), swarmed into Mesopotamia and were the forerunners of the
Babylonian civilization.

Within the pages of the highly bought and highly criticized Mein Kampf authored by
Adolf Hitler, he referred to Vienna, Austria-Hungary as a Babylon of Races; referencing the fact
that once the Aryans had established a splendid culture of white Aryans based on leadership,
science, architecture, writing and literature, established and innovative laws with advanced
medicine and record keeping, the Semitic scribes, (beginnings of the Jewish people), had infiltrated
the Babylonian economic and political infrastructure and educational system. Even back then it
appears they commenced the encouragement of multiculturalism on a grand scale. This led to a
multiracial society in which the Aryans who held sway there for centuries diminished until
naught, but an ungodly bastardized breed existed in the area.
But this history, preserved in cuneiform tablets and other forms, is but a mere smattering
of the heritage that came before. The history of the white Aryan race stretched far back into an
inconceivable period of prehistory, known to Bible scholars as Pre-Adamic times, the time
before Adam, the first true white Aryan man. In the Bible the name Ada-m means “rosey
cheecked”. In the Book of Genesis this word is used early on in the original Hebrew and signifies
ancient whites or proto-Aryans. DeAda-m however is specific, and refers to Adam, the one God
entrusted to rule over the world following the displacement of Satan. We see in Arabian
mythology the djinn, this race of beings refused to bow down to the Adamu, the new kings of the
earth, and thus were eradicated by the lords of the sky. The Jewish-Zionist writer Zecharia
Sitchin has poisoned the notion of ancient aliens by stating that extraterrestrials, whom he falsely
identifies as the Annunaki, as creating the Adamu as a race of slaves. No, mythology is
consistent, at least in the Biblical tradition which he claims to be an expert on, that the Elohim
created the Adam as ruler over all other creatures and as an equal to the Elohim on Earth. These
other creatures, or beasts as it ,ay have been falsely translated into English, are other races."

Lies concerning Ancient Egypt

An old charred papyrus scroll once discovered in the remnants of a fire which burned
much of the great Library of Alexandria, one of many great fires erasing our history the last of
which set ablaze by Arab Muslims, made mention of a book written by a man name Berossus
who was a Babylonian Priest. The title of this literature was The True History of Mankind over
the Last 100,000 Years. Berossus estimated the duration between the creation of the world and
the great flood to be 432,000 years. This is a claim we simply don’t have nearly enough evidence
to properly investigate. On the contrary, concerning the construction of the Giza Pyramids and
the great Sphinx we can accurately outline a timeframe of their construction. Unfortunately,
modern Egyptologists in Egypt are seemingly aware of the current model being taught to its
visitors is inaccurate as they’re persistent in their attempts to halt any serious further
archeological research on the Giza plateau.
The Giza pyramids don’t even have Egyptian hieroglyphs on the walls of the falsely
named King’s Chamber which clearly wasn’t a burial tomb. There’s absolutely a 0% chance that
if these Pyramids were built by what we comprehend to be ancient Egyptians that they wouldn’t
decorate the walls with hieroglyphs. The more important the figure (mummy) which was given an
elaborate burial, the more jewelry, personal items, and hieroglyphs are found in other burial

chambers discovered throughout Egypt. It’s laughable to believe the most prominent burial of all
was left with blank walls!
The two pyramids which are dated newer and rest adjacent to the three big Giza Pyramids
are a sad attempt to recreate the famed pyramids of Giza. They are built with smaller stones,
aren’t symmetrical, are much smaller in scale, and look pathetic compared to the big three. Are
we to believe as time progressed forward the Egyptians forgot building techniques, lost
knowledge and technology leaving them no longer possessing the ability to build on such a grand
scale? Of ‘course, this narrative currently taught is naught but a false narrative. It was a disparate
race of people who originally built the Giza Pyramids and they date back considerably farther
than the 2,500 B.C. taught by Egyptologists.

Q: How do we know there was a previous civilization in the lands of Giza, Egypt which
dates back to roughly 10,000 B.C; perhaps, its commencement dating back even farther?
A: We simply analyze the truth concerning the Great Sphinx.

Archeologists who aren’t scared to criticize the mainstream narrative concerning the
Sphinx have pointed-out the many centuries of water damage [1] visible on the side of the
Sphinx. Though, paradigm shifts in archeology take decades to blossom after their initial
discovery, many alike those concerning Egypt are suppressed forever.

As Albert Einstein once said,

“"Mass reorganization. of all this is not in the interest of the dark Cabal, so they keep
coercing humanity with well-planned manipulations and blindfolding even our best human
flavor; imagination. Sad, but we seem to live in the biggest global lie in the human history."

The severe water erosion on the Sphinx proves that this presently dessert land in Egypt
was once covered in grass and had significant rainfall. This certainly makes more sense than
constructing these magnanimous projects on land where the neither the general populace nor
upper-class would make their living. Furthermore, the head on the Sphinx is extremely small and
disproportioned to the body. [2] In a London Museum we find a sphinx which’s face was carved
into a previous lion’s head. One can still bear-witness to the outside of the former lion’s head
even the ears remain. This was clearly a smaller representation of the Great Sphinx in Egypt. The
Lion’s body of the Sphinx, which supports water erosion, is so large that the head of the Sphinx
appears silly in comparison.
Now, the amazing research

After considering the Sphinx to have existed through a long period when the lands
surrounding it were flourishing green and rainfall was common, some modern archeologists

considered dating it back to the time of the Great Flood. It’s now a common belief in the
scientific field that the Ice Age ended approximately 9,600-9,800 B.C. causing a world-wide
flood. It’s also well-known that the majority of the ancient megaliths, including megaliths in
Central and South America, were built to line-up in specific constellations during the summer
and winter equinoxes. When figuring which constellation, the Sphinx would be facing during the
summer equinox in the timeframe noted above at the end of the Ice Age – it just so happens to be
Leo the Lion! Many in anthropologists are finding it onerous to believe this could merely be a
coincidence.

So, who existed prior to the
Aryans spreading civilization throughout
Europe and the Middle East to India?
How could they built pyramids our
modern technology cannot recreate?
Located inside the walls of the Hathor
Temple at Dendera in Egypt, a carving
superficially resembles a modern electric
lightbulb. Consequently, no soot from
torches can be found inside the
passageways and rooms of the Giza
Pyramids. Scientists agree this is
impossible if torches were utilized inside
the pyramids, which considering the scale
of building and timeframe the people
would’ve spent inside; this simply doesn’t
add up!

If there existed a race of giants possessing high technology who were built the hundreds
of megalithic sites dating back ten-thousand years ago, and even farther, how can we
successfully research this history if we cannot even teach the proper history of the White IndoEuropean (known as Aryans prior to Hitler and WWII) [A] people, our own ancestry and heritage, to
our children throughout the American school-systems? – Absolutely pathetic we allowed a
people disparate from us to enter our nation and rewrite our own history books!!

Continued….

[A] After Hitler promoted the Aryan race to be dominate, historians considered him to desecrate
the Aryan name and commenced the new term Indo-European when referring to the Aryan race.

•

“Atlantean Sub-Root Races: Until the end of its 5th Sub-Root Race called the Turanian's, these
people are believed to have coexisted, more or less, in harmony with the spiritual realm; imagine
that!? Turanian's weren't like the previous sub-races. They were about dominance and warfare. They
practiced Black Magic, meaning they implored assistance of demons and utilizing these magical
forces not only for personal gain but to bring harm upon others. Therefore, it's believed and recorded
by some, that our Mind's-Eye along with other abilities (e.g. levitation of building stones) were
removed as powers from mankind.”

➢ Although this may appear as fantasy history recorded by a handful of Theosophists, I do
believe we’re close to possessing the evidence we require for such a far-back detailed
recording of human history. Unfortunately, evil people resting in positions of power
constantly seek to conceal and erase our true history – it’s truly a sad loss for all of
humanity.
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